RST Academy Membership Agreement

Congratulations on your acceptance into the RST Academy! As an Academy member, you are expected to meet the following minimum criteria in order to maintain your status as a member in good standing.

All Members:

✓ Maintain a minimum quarterly GPA of 3.0.
✓ Adhere to all policies described in the Student Handbook.
✓ Meet at least once each quarter with your Faculty Mentor.
✓ Participate in at least two Academy events each quarter.
✓ Meet at least once each year with an academic advisor.
✓ Participate in assessment surveys and activities to help improve the Academy.
✓ Provide appropriate documentation to your Faculty Mentor.
✓ Keep the RST Academy advised of changes in contact information.

In addition to these general requirements, each student cohort needs to complete the following:

READY Members:

✓ Attend at least one orientation session during the academic year.
✓ Attend two or more tutoring sessions per quarter.

SET Members:

✓ Participate in two or more peer mentoring sessions each quarter
✓ Take UGR 214, Introduction to Undergraduate Research.
✓ Attend the annual RST Symposium.

TRANSFER Members:

✓ Complete and receive an A.S. degree.
✓ Participate in a personal statement workshop.
✓ Complete a Capstone Project (approved by your faculty mentor).
✓ Present the Capstone Project at the annual RST Symposium.

I have read and understood these requirements and will work with my faculty mentor to ensure I fulfill my obligations as an Academy member. I understand that failure to meet these minimum requirements may result in my dismissal from the Academy and may make me ineligible for ONSIGHT scholarships and other stipends and benefits offered through the RST Academy.

________________________________________  ________________________________________  ____________
Signature of Academy Member                  Signature of Faculty Mentor                  Date